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ATTENTION STATION MANAGER

Re: SMP False Advertisement Against Patrick Morrisey

On behalf of Patrick Morrisey and Morrisey for Senate, Inc., we write about a
demonstrably false and defamatory advertisement sponsored by Senate Majority PAC (“SMP”)
that is currently airing on your station.

SMP’s ad propagates maliciously false information to your viewing audience about
Patrick Morrisey’s past work on opioid issues. The claim that Attorney General Morrisey worked
as an “opioid lobbyist” is false, and has no legitimate evidence to back it up. Because this is not
a candidate advertisement, but instead sponsored by a third-party group, you have no obligation
to air this advertisement. With this letter, we are putting your station on formal written notice
that the content of the ad is false and defamatory. If you continue to grant access and air it, then
your station bears responsibility for its content, and your station will be knowingly running an ad
that is false and defamatory – in other words with actual malice or with reckless disregard for the
truth of the statements. For the sake of both FCC licensing requirements, the public interest, and
to minimize your station’s own legal risk, we request that your station immediately cease and
desist airing this malicious attack ad.

FALSE STATEMENT

SMP’s ad attempts to tie Patrick Morrisey to the opioid crisis in West Virginia by stating
on screen that he is an “opioid lobbyist.” That statement is flat out false. Patrick Morrisey has
never promoted opioids and has never lobbied for opioids.

Instead, Patrick Morrisey has been at the forefront of combating this terrible epidemic.
As Attorney General of West Virginia, Morrisey sued the federal Drug Enforcement
Administration because the agency has not done enough to stop the flow of opioids into the state.
His office has also reached settlements with drug distributors worth $47 million, and started a
faith-based program in the state to combat drug addiction.

In reality, the ad is a transparent attempt by Joe Manchin’s allies to distract voters from
his own appalling association with Big Pharma. Manchin’s cozy relationship with
pharmaceutical companies is well documented, having accepted tens-of-thousands of dollars
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from his daughter’s pharma company, which reportedly over-charged the government $1.27
billion in Medicaid payments. In an interview with CNN, Machin likened the opioid crisis to a
war. Indeed, Patrick Morrisey has been on the ground in West Virginia fighting that war by
holding drug companies and the federal government accountable.

The truth of the matter, which SMP has no interest in conveying to your viewers, is that
Patrick Morrisey lobbied for pharmaceutical distributors, which have a wide range of products.
At no point, however, did Morrisey lobby to promote opioids or on opioid issues, which is the
implication the ad attempts to make. Federal lobbyists are required to file quarterly reports
disclosing both their clients and the issues about which they lobbied Congress. Morrisey never
reported lobbying on opioid issues because he has never, in fact, lobbied on opioid issues.

SMP has not provided any evidence to support its allegation about Patrick Morrisey
lobbying Congress for opioids. SMP would rather hide in the dark and spread lies about
Morrisey’s record and attempt to trick West Virginia citizens into believing blatant falsehoods
than legitimately informing them about real issues or true policy stances. Your viewers deserve
better.

FCC OBLIGATIONS

Importantly, this attack by SMP does not constitute a “candidate use.” Under Columbia
Broadcasting Sys., Inc. v. Democratic Nat'l Comm., 412 U.S. 94 (1973), and Nat’l Conservative
Political Action Comm., 89 FCC 2d 626 (1982), your network is not obligated to air any
advertisements from third parties, such as SMP, as third parties have no guaranteed right of
access to air their advertisements on your network. Thus, broadcasting stations are not protected
from legal liability for airing a false and misleading advertisement sponsored by SMP.
Moreover, you have a duty “to protect the public from false, misleading or deceptive
advertising.” Licensee Responsibility With Respect to the Broadcast of False, Misleading or
Deceptive Advertising, 74 F.C.C.2d 623 (1961). Failure to prevent the airing of “false and
misleading advertising” may be “probative of an underlying abdication of licensee
responsibility.” Cosmopolitan Broad. Corp. v. FCC, 581 F.2d 917, 927 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

West Virginia voters deserve to cast their vote knowing the truth about their candidates,
and SMP’s ad is a willful and knowing attempt to reinvent the truth. We urge you to recognize
SMP’s blatant disregard for the truth and we respectfully demand that your network refuse to air
this false and misleading ad. We further request that you reject any attempts by SMP to purchase
time for the future airing of this ad because of its material misstatements of fact and blatant
disregard for the truth.

Please be advised that each new airing of this false and defamatory ad creates a separate
and independent cause of action for defamation under West Virginia law for which your station
and/or SMP may be held liable. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 577A cmt. A (1977) ("It is
the general rule that each communication of the same defamatory matter by the same defamer,
whether to a new person or to the same person, is a separate and distinct publication, for which a
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separate cause of action arises.”). Accordingly, we request that your station involve responsible
legal counsel to vet the accuracy of the ad’s claims and to advise you on the legal risk with
continuing to run an ad that, we have now informed you, contains demonstrable falsehoods. A
failure to take this step will be viewed by my client as additional evidence of your station’s
actual malice and reckless disregard for the truth. Morgan v. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 421 F.2d
1241 (5th Cir. 1970) (subsequent publication of a libelous statement knowing that it was false is
evidence of actual malice); see also Quigley v. Rosenthal, 43 F. Supp. 2d 1163, 1180 (D. Colo.
1999) (“Failure to investigate obvious sources of refutation or corroboration of statements,
especially when there is no time-pressure on their publication, may indicate not only negligence,
but the higher standard of actual malice.”).

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. We respectfully request
the courtesy of a reply; and if you have questions, or believe that this ad is somehow fit for airing
on your station, we ask that we have an opportunity to, as soon as possible, discuss this matter
further. We can be reached directly at (202) 572-8663.

Sincerely,

Charles R. Spies
Counsel to Morrisey for Senate, Inc.


